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March is the Month of Hope
Since October, United Way Simcoe Muskoka (UWSM) has been running our new Urgent Needs Fund to help
meet the most pressing, everyday obstacles related to poverty faced by more than 60,000 people across Simcoe
Muskoka.
This month, we are celebrating the hope that the Urgent Needs Fund has given the most vulnerable in Simcoe
Muskoka. This hope would not have been possible without the continued support of people like you.

“You PRevented Me From Being Homeless.”
What is the Urgent Needs Fund?

There’s a gap in social services, and the Urgent Needs Fund helps to fill it
In 2019, United Way Simcoe Muskoka hosted community consultations across our
sub-regions. These consultations brought together other local charities, frontline
service providers and municipal partners to help determine the biggest
challenges people face caused by poverty in our communities.
What we found across Simcoe Muskoka was a gap in flexible financial assistance
for people experiencing or at-risk of poverty, creating hurdles that poverty and
social exclusion make almost impossible to overcome.
These struggles included food insecurity, access to resources, education, employment, addiction, transportation
and more. To fill this gap, the Urgent Needs Fund was created.
By issuing modest, one-time grants to eligible residents living in or on the verge of living in poverty, UWSM is not
just helping people when they need it most - we are giving people hope for a better future.
The testimonials in this issue of Community Matters are from actual Urgent Needs Fund recipients that show how
hope has changed lives right here at home.

Learn more about the Urgent Needs Fund: UWSimcoeMuskoka.ca/urgent-needs

“[The Urgent Needs Fund] Helped me get some food for daughter and myself that lasted for quite a while, as well as a gas card so I Could go out
and look for job.”
Poverty Impacts Every Community
Poverty doesn’t look the same across Simcoe Muskoka. That’s
why UWSM has partnered with Regional Agency Leads and
211 Community Connection to deliver the greatest impact we
can with the Urgent Needs Fund.
For example, almost half of those accessing the fund from
North Simcoe are experiencing homelessness.
By approaching poverty reduction from a regional model,
we are able to better understand the unique needs of our
communities.

Read firsthand accounts of the impact of hope
UWSimcoeMuskoka.ca/urgent-needs-impact

“I was able to get a test for my lungs that I could not afford. I then was aBle
to get further tests required...to find out more of what was wrong.”

95%
1 in 3

of Urgent Needs Fund Recipients Say they Are
Better Prepared to Handle the Obstacles Life
Throws at them.

More than

“It was such a respectful
process - didn’t make me feel
demoralized. Made me feel safe and
let me keep my pride.”

Recipients Are
Single
Parents
After receiving assistance from the Urgent
Needs Fund, Recipients Reported a decrease
in overall Life stress by up to

50%

“I am teary-eyed thinking of the help you gave me. THANK YOU THANK YOU
THANK YOU. You have no idea how grateful I am. I got hit by a drunk driver
and (have) so many health issues now. Any help is wonderful.”

DONOR PROFILE
The Orsi Group
The Orsi Group has shown their #LocalLove by
providing a matching gift for the Month of Hope.
That means that any individual donations during the
Month of March, up to $10,000, will be matched by
this amazing company.
This doubles the impact of every donation, doubles
the number of people each gift will help and extends
the work of the Urgent Needs Fund and other critical
UWSM poverty-reduction initiatives.

Small Grants Can Have a
Big Impact

Sometimes, a helping hand is all you need

The Urgent Needs Fund provides modest grants,
usually between $100 and $250, which might not
seem like enough to help someone out of poverty.
What we’ve found, though, is that the grants from
the Urgent Needs Fund can make a substantial
difference in the lives of those who access it.
Whether it be for transportation or a cell phone
to look for jobs, clothing for an interview, medical
tests to get the help they need or food to keep their
children fueled for school, the Urgent Needs Fund is
there to start that process, all while empowering and
maintaining the dignity of the recipients.
That’s the power of hope.

Give a gift with double the impact:
UWSimcoeMuskoka.ca/hope

150+

What is the gap filled by the UNF?
UWSimcoeMuskoka.ca/gap

The number of unique needs that the
urgent needs fund has helped meet
that couldn’t be helped elsewhere

“I need you to know, though, how grateful I was to receive this help.”
UWSimcoeMuskoka.ca
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Support the
#MonthOfHope
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